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1. Name of Property 

historic name Buzzard Point Power Plant (with gatehouse and associated water intake plant) 
 

other names  
 

 
2. Location 

street & number 1930 1st Street SW and 2000 Half Street SW  not for publication  

city or town Washington  vicinity  

state DC code  county  code  zip code 20024  
 
3. State/Federal Agency Certification 
 
 As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this  nomination  

request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic 
Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.  In my opinion, the property  meets  does 
not meet the National Register criteria.  I recommend that this property be considered significant  nationally  statewide  locally.  (  
See continuation sheet for additional comments). 
 
______________________________________________________________ ____________________ 
Signature of certifying official/Title                                                                            Date 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
State or Federal agency and bureau 
 

 

 
 In my opinion, the property  meets  does not meet the National Register criteria.  (  See continuation sheet for additional comments). 

 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of certifying official/Title                                                                            Date 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
State or Federal agency and bureau 
 

 

 
4. National Park Service Certification 
 I hereby, certify that this property is: Signature of the Keeper                                         Date of Action 
      entered in the National Register.  
  See continuation sheet.  
      determined eligible for the National  
           Register.  
  See continuation sheet.  
      Determined not eligible for the National  
           Register.  
      removed from the National Register.  
      other (explain):    
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5. Classification 
Ownership of Property Category of Property Number of Resources within Property 
(Check as many boxes as apply) (Check only one box) (Do not include previously listed resources in the count) 
       
 x private  x building(s) Contributing Noncontributing  
  public-local   district  3     buildings 
  public-State   site       sites 
 x

 
public-Federal   structure       structures 

     object       objects 
       3   0  Total 
 
Name of related multiple property listing number of contributing resources previously 
(Enter “N/A” if property is not part of a multiple property listing) listed in the National Register 
  
N/A  0  
 
6. Function or Use 
Historic Functions Current Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions) (Enter categories from instructions) 
  
INDUSTRY/Energy facility  INDUSTRY/Energy facility (inactive)  
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
7. Description 
Architectural Classification Materials 
(Enter categories from instructions) (Enter categories from instructions) 
  
MODERN MOVEMENT/Art Deco  foundation concrete  
  walls brick, stone, concrete  
     
  roof built-up roof  
  other   
     
 
Narrative Description 
(Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets) 
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Description Summary: 
 
The Buzzard Point Power Plant consists of a massive modernistic utilitarian building, containing apparatus used 
to generate steam power; a rear yard of outdoor mechanical equipment; an office/gatehouse; and a water intake 
pumping building on the waterfront to the east of the plant. The facility is characterized by a fully articulated 
Art Deco steam plant building with an architectural effect that harkens to the design principles of Albert Kahn. 
The building is a multi-height, brick-and-stone-clad structural system of reinforced concrete and structural steel. 
 
 
General Description: 
 
Facing the Anacostia River and recessed from the street, the power plant’s primary north elevation is articulated 
in three main sections: a projecting one-story office and primary entrance section in the foreground; followed by 
the principal three-story section of the building; and a projecting one-story west addition. An ashlar water table 
envelops the entire ground-floor level of the building.  Although the north elevation’s taller main section 
emulates the height of a three-story building, it is actually shielding a large, open interior space. Another water 
table wraps the entire first story of the north, east and west elevations and includes the central one-story office 
and projecting entrance. The office/entrance projection features a central double-door pedestrian entrance. The 
double doors are recessed, framed by decorative fluting that is ceremoniously flanked by two Gothic-inspired 
modernistic sconces.  Beyond the sconces, the central entrance is flanked by three window apertures on each 
side. These apertures feature no additional lintels nor surrounds, and they are filled with non-original windows. 
The return east and west elevations of the one-story section feature two similar windows per side. Above the 
central recessed entrance and chiseled into the stone are the words “BUZZARD POINT PLANT” in a 
capitalized, serif font. This one-story projection also has a flat roof. 
 
The projecting one-story frontispiece bleeds into the main, three-story part of the building, featuring two wider 
apertures designed to accommodate two-part mullion windows, which are now filled with replacements and 
storms. Dominating the primary façade is an imposing band of nine huge, vertical windows, spanning the 
second and third stories.  Seven are set within a single band of vertical buff brick mullions that work in concert 
with, and are centered over, the projecting one-story office/entrance.  The first and ninth are separated from the 
central series and surrounded by reeded limestone pilasters.  The window units have been replaced and were 
originally multi-light steel-sash without spandrels. The pilasters are surmounted by a limestone entablature, 
above which is unembellished buff brick.  A Deco zigzag frieze is the upward termination of the main mass of 
the building.  
 
A one-story early addition to the west of the building continues the same materials and motifs, including the 
water table, the same buff field brick, proportionally reduced windows, and a diaper-pattern frieze.   
The one-story west addition also serves as the base of three massive octagonal buff-brick chimney stacks that 
rise above the highest point of the building’s main body.  
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The plant’s east elevation is basically three massive stories of pale buff brick over the base, with narrow, two-
story windows flanked by reeded pilasters again supporting an entablature continued from the south elevation. 
 
Likely intended for reconstruction as the plant expanded, the back (north) elevation is not articulated in the 
same finish as the others, but instead is constructed of unadorned, variegated terra cotta block, relieved only by 
windows and a couple louvered vents.  The elevation is not symmetrical, but has an irregular footprint, a re-
entrant corner at the northeast shifting westward a series of six two-story windows, three each in two sections 
divided by a slight reveal.  The rear of the one-story west wing is blank. 
 
The street frontage has simple lawns, with the only significant and formal built elements being the lead walk 
and steps and flagpole in the largely disused, original front yard.  North of the plant, a large open yard contains 
all manner of apparatus, ancillary structures, and mechanical components that served some capacity of the 
steam power facility but that postdate its period of significance.  This entire outdoor facility is surrounded by a 
very tall rusticated-cast-concrete security wall. 
 
West of the northwest corner of the plant stands a flat-roofed office that served as a gatehouse or guardhouse.  
A massive curb-type stone coping tops pale-buff-brick walls over a concrete water table.  The octagonal 
building has an opening with a steel casement window in each of seven sides, with a door on the north facet and 
an original triple-sash metal casement window.  The door is surrounded by rusticated stone that continues from 
the base course. Above the door is a curved Moderne canopy.  
 
The water intake/pumphouse building on the square to the east is a simple one-story, flat-roofed rectangular 
structure of the same buff brick over a concrete water table and with a massive concrete coping.  The building 
faces southeast at the Anacostia River to serve its purpose as an intake building. The primary street elevation is 
symmetrically arranged with six windows, between each pair of which is a pedestrian entrance with a concrete 
surround.  The central entrance and its flanking windows are beneath a sagging rectangular, metal canopy 
supported by three tension rods tied back to steel plates in the wall.  The riverfront elevation mimics the street 
view with the exact fenestration of three pedestrian doors with flanking windows. The side elevations feature 
three window apertures. A narrow wood deck extends along the riverfront of the building.  Atop the center of 
the building, shifted toward the river side is a hip-roofed pavilion or belvedere, about five feet above the parapet 
elevation, whose open-frame structure is filled with a series of windows all around.  It affords access to a 
rooftop pen for raptors. 
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8. Statement of Significance 
Applicable National Register Criteria Area of Significance 
(Mark “x” in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for 
National Register listing) 

(Enter categories from instructions) 

 Engineering 
x A Property is associated with events that have made a   
  significant contribution to the broad pattern of our  
  history.  
    

 B Property associated with the lives of persons  
  significant in our past.  
    
x C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a  
  type, period, or method of construction or represents  
  the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, Period of Significance 
  or represents a significant and distinguishable entity  
  whose components lack individual distinction. 1933-1945 
    

 D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information  
  important in prehistory or history.  
   Significant Dates 
Criteria Considerations  
(Mark “x” in all the boxes that apply) 1933, 1940 
  
Property is:  
  

 A owned by a religious institution or used for religious Significant Person 
  purposes. (Complete if Criterion B is marked above) 
    

 B removed from its original location.  
    

 C a birthplace or grave. Cultural Affiliation 
    

 D a cemetery.  
    

 E a reconstructed building, object, or structure.  
    

 F a commemorative property. Architect/Builder 
    

 G less than 50 years of age or achieved significance Architect, George R. Wryen (Stone & Webster) 
  within the past 50 years. Builder, Stone & Webster 
    

Narrative Statement of Significance 
(Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets) 
    

9. Major Bibliographical References 
Bibliography 
(Cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets) 
 

Previous documentation on files (NPS): Primary location of additional data: 
  

   preliminary determination of individual listing (36  x State Historic Preservation Office 
  CFR 67) has been requested   Other State agency 
  previously listed in the National Register  x Federal agency 
  previously determined eligible by the National Register  x Local government 
  designated a National Historic Landmark   University 
  recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey  x Other 
  #     Name of repository: 

  recorded by Historic American Engineering Record 
Historical Society of Washington, DC; Martin 
Luther King Jr. Library, Washington, DC  

  #        
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Summary Statement of Significance: 
 
The Buzzard Point Power Plant is an excellent example of Art Deco industrial design in Washington, DC.  Built 
by the prominent US design/construction company Stone & Webster, it was considered a monument of 
technological and artistic advancement at the time of its construction in 1933. Buzzard Point Power Plant stands 
as the only significant example of Stone & Webster’s work in the city. A 1940s addition to building 
complements and completes the original design. 
 
The contemporary design of the Buzzard Point Power Plant was intended to display the significance of its 
owner, advancements in the industry and to reflect the prominence of the riverfront site. The modernity of its 
design represented innovation in the electrical power industry and a shift in perception of industrial 
infrastructure; from harmful and ominous to efficient and clean technology. From the inception of electric 
power, generation plants have been associated with smoke, soot, industrial disorder, and grimy coal dust. 
However, the streamlined lines and light-toned concrete finishes of the Buzzard Point Plant express a vision of 
modern industry as the cleanly, ordered product of science and technology. During this era PEPCO also made a 
deliberate effort to harmonize its functional structures with their neighborhoods, going so far as to hire 
outstanding architects like Arthur Heaton to design Art Deco substations, and, in some residential 
neighborhoods, to disguise its substations as tastefully designed houses. The excellence of the Buzzard Point 
Plant’s design is a similarly powerful architectural argument for both the acceptance of these structures and a 
new role for industry as a vehicle for progress.  It comparable in date, use, and architectural expression to 
Washington’s Central Heating Plant and Western Heating Plant, both landmarks, and is notable for its excellent 
Art Deco detail and pleasing proportions.  The Buzzard Point Power Plant thus meets the requirements of 
significance of National Register Criterion C, for architectural significance, especially as representing a 
particular building type. 
 
The plant was a major component in the power-generating system of Washington’s electrical utility, the 
Potomac Electric Power Company (PEPCO), built to accommodate the rapidly increasing needs of the 
government and the city’s population.  It also was the only major project constructed as part of the early 1930s 
plan to create an industrial zone in the deteriorating Buzzard Point neighborhood, a plan which was otherwise 
unsuccessful but which anticipated later large-scale city planning efforts.  Like other major pieces of utility 
infrastructure—water and sewer systems, heating plants, gas facilities—the electrical power plant has made 
modern, urban life possible.  Not the first of the local electric generating stations, Buzzard Point nonetheless 
shouldered much of area demand from the time of its completion, including supporting suburbanization and 
commercial and residential infill, and a wartime expansion of defense facilities.  Its opening was 
contemporaneous with the construction of long-distance transmission lines linking the District, Maryland and 
Pennsylvania—today’s power grid in embryo.1  Although fueled by coal throughout the period of significance, 
the expansion of electric power generation provided clean motive power to the end user.  Through the period of 

                                                           
1 Walter O. Beck. PEPCO: The First 100 Years. (Washington: Potomac Electric Power Company, 1996), pp. 114-117. 
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significance, the plant was still powering the growth of the city and much of its public transportation.  It was 
crucial to the defense facilities expanding down the Potomac as far as Indian Head during World War II. 2  The 
Buzzard Point plant is one of the most significant uses in the history of the District of Columbia’s Southwest 
quadrant, essential for the economic growth of the City of Washington over the next four decades. It thus meets 
Criterion A. 
 
A 2005 Parsons-Brinckerhoff report, Identification of Historic Architectural Resources: Proposed 
Improvements to South Capitol Street Corridor , produce for the District of Columbia Department of 
Transportation recommended the designation of the Buzzard Point Power Plant and Pumping Station.3 The 
2014 joint report of the American Planning Association and American Institute of Certified planners Buzzard 
Point: A Southwest Waterfront Community further recommends that the Buzzard Point Power Plant be 
preserved. The District of Columbia Office of Planning Report Buzzard Point: Vision Framework + 
Implementation Plan (August 2015) notes that “the grand PEPCO Buzzard Point Power Plant, located on V 
potentially eligible for listing on the National Register.”4  
 
 
Period of significance and contributing features 
The period of significance commences with the initial completion of construction of the plant and its water-
intake building in 1933.  Also important are the plant’s early additions, designed to extend and to match the 
building, the second completed in 1943.  The office/gatehouse near the western edge of the property date to 
1940 as well, representing the increased level of facility security before during World War II. 
 
A terminal date of 1945 covers the addition of yet another generating unit and the end of the conflict, during 
which the capacity had been increased to serve the military facilities stretching downriver.  That was also the 
last full year of PEPCO’s status as a subsidiary of the North American Company, which had bought the power 
company in 1928, but was forced to relinquish it by government regulators in an antitrust action delayed by the 
war.   
 
 
Resource History and Historic Context: 
 
The Very Slight Rise and Later Decline of the Buzzard Point Neighborhood 
 

                                                           
2 Beck, pp. 121-122. 
3 Parsons-Brinckerhoff, Identification of Historic Architectural Resources: Proposed Improvements to South Capitol Street Corridor, 
Washington, DC, (unpublished report prepared for DC Department of Transportation), 2005. 
4 District of Columbia Office of Planning. Buzzard Point: Vision Framework + Implementation Plan, 2015, p. 16. 
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The earliest history of Buzzard Point has been frequently chronicled and need only be summarized here.5 That 
American Indians congregated at the area, as along other nearby waterways, was shown by the discovery of 
their implements during improvements to the mouth of the James Creek Canal in 1866.6  The explorer John 
Smith recorded sighting the point in 1608.  The land passed from its first colonial owner, George Thompson 
(from 1663) to Thomas Notley (1671), and ultimately (1770) to Notley Young (west of James Creek, known as 
Duddington Pasture7) and Daniel Carroll (east of the creek), major landowners in the new Federal District.  
“Turkey Buzzard Point” appears on maps by the 1670s. 
 
With the unique public-private distribution of the newly platted building lots in the District, Massachusetts 
merchant James Greenleaf and two partners in 1793 purchased about 400 lots in southwest Washington from 
Young and 20 from Carroll for housing development.  Setting an example for other, hesitant speculators, 
George Washington bought four lots in Square 667, the same square as today’s power plant. The area 
considered to be Buzzard Point originally extended from both banks of the confluence of the Potomac and 
Anacostia (Eastern Branch) Rivers northward to N or M Street.8  The segregation of the land west of James 
Creek as the U.S. Arsenal removed that portion from the popular concept of the neighborhood, and as the 
southernmost area deteriorated and lost its housing stock the name came to be associated only with the barren 
area south of Q Street, while the still-populated community north of Q tended to take the names of its larger 
public housing projects.  Here we will use the name Buzzard Point only for the area east of Fort McNair and 
south of Q.  The neighboring territory east of South Capitol was only vaguely included in Buzzard Point and 
that usually in planning documents – the 1946 development plan, for example – it being more usually tied to the 
Navy Yard by locals. 
 
This peculiar name has regularly attracted uncomplimentary attention, leading to satire and occasional proposals 
to find a more genteel moniker.  On news that the Point was being called Greenleaf’s Point, an early resident 
declared: “Truly the new name is more grateful to the ear and more becoming this lovely scene where wed the 
Potomac and the Anacostia.”  The National Park and Planning Commission entertained a similar proposal in its 
remaking of the area in 1932.9  A published suggestion of 2013 (“The Point”) was quickly shot down by 
traditionalists. James Creek,10 descending lazily from near the Capitol, entered the River in a wide mouth 

                                                           
5 A thorough and convenient account is that of Brian Kraft, Old Southwest; see also Evening Star, December 21, 1901, p. 32; July 30, 1916, p. 
48.  This report is taken from these sources unless otherwise referenced.  For more detailed studies, see Evening Star, April 17, 1910, p. 10; 
Clark, Greenleaf and Law...; and Arnebeck, Through a Fiery Trial. 
6 Evening Star, 20 December1866, p. 3. 
7 Duddington was the name of the earlier Carroll estate, which covered much of southern Capitol Hill. 
8 See, for example, such a reference in Nat. Republican, May 13, 1876, p. 1.  The new elementary school (predecessor to the Syphax School) 
on O Street was described as being at Buzzard Point (Evening Star, January 28, 1871, p. 4).  NCPPC planners of the 1920-1930s included all 
blocks south of M. 
9 For an example of satire, see Washington Post, July 22, 1929, p. 16; Clark, Greenleaf and Law..., quoted in Emery, “Washington 
Newspapers”; Washington Post, August 13, 1932, p. 14.  “The dwellers down that way accept the name without protest, and not one of them 
suggested... that for the sake of euphony and property values the name should be changed” (Evening Star, July 30, 1916, p. 48). 
10 Originally St. James Creek, shortened to “James” in the early years of the District, in honor of James Greenleaf according (speculatively?) to 
Evening Star, December 21, 1901, p. 32. 
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exactly at the Point, bifurcating the land there.  The somewhat distinct point west of the Creek was for a while 
called “Young’s Point” from its owner, Notley Young, and then “Greenleaf’s Point” after its next owner (now 
more commonly “Greenleaf Point”).  It is this name that appeared in the 1861 Albert Boschke map and 
subsequent Baist maps.  After the U.S. Arsenal (today’s Fort McNair) took the entire area west of the Creek 
“Arsenal Point” became another popular name.  The eastern point remained Buzzard Point. 
 
Mercantile activity around Buzzard Point, envisioned by Washington and planned by engineer Pierre L’Enfant, 
never occurred.  The many docks of the original city plan11 were not built, and Greenleaf’s “Twenty 
Buildings”12 sat uncompleted and derelict.  A problem with this plan was that the area, marshy if not 
pestilential, became too shallow for good harborage.13  In spite of recurrent dredging, incoming ships avoided 
Buzzard Point as they approached the Navy Yard into the twentieth century.14  Still, inland lots commanded a 
much lower price than riverfront ones.15 
 
In 1804 the government sited the U.S. Arsenal at Greenleaf’s Point,16 removing all land west of James Creek 
from commercial and residential use.  A federal penitentiary was constructed within the grounds in 1831, 
leading the low area at the mouth of the Creek to be called “Penitentiary Marsh”.  And finally, the muddy, 
diffuse James Creek was straightened, enclosed within stone retaining walls, and connected to the Washington 
City Canal in 1866, a project envisioned by L’Enfant.17  This last work not only improved the canal’s 
usefulness and added 20 acres of firm land to the Point and the Arsenal, but helped “abate the nuisance in the 
shape of an extensive marsh lying between the Arsenal and Buzzard Point... Residents escaped the usual 
sickness originating from the marsh last season.”18 
                                                           
11 There were three constructed in the general area of Buzzard Point by 1803 and another, larger one in the 1820s; see Kraft, Old Southwest, 
pp. 13, 26. 
12 In the area of the development earlier planned but not built by Carroll to the east of James Creek – “Carrollsburg”.  “A number of houses 
were projected, some few were finished, but many being left in a half-finished state fell into decay, after having been occupied by negroes 
and low whites” (Rives, “Old Families and Houses”). 
13 A contemporary writer attributed this to contractors dumping dredge mud from the canal into the nearby Anacostia (Evening Star, 
February 23, 1874, p. 1).  In 1883 President Arthur and his party were grounded for several hours on the bar (Evening Star, July 21, 1883, p. 
1). 
14 Wrote landowner Thomas Law in 1804, arguing for construction of the Washington City Canal: “Hemp, timber, flour... etc. may be 
conveyed from the Potomack to the Navy-yard on the Eastern Branch [via the canal] without taking the circuitous and hazardous route by 
Turkey Buzzard point, which requires also two tides” (Law, “Observations”) 
15 Evening Star, April 17, 1910, p. 20.  Squares and lots were designated which were mostly under water – “water lots” – and found initial 
buyers.  It would be interesting to learn what happened to the ownership of these non-existent lots.  The southernmost squares were the 
only ones below Q with the narrower rowhouse-sized building lots – the squares above T Street (except Square 661, with little residential 
Augusta Street down its center) all had much larger lots.  Perhaps those lower squares were platted later, when building practices had 
changed. 
16 There had earlier been some artillery mounted at the tip of the Point. 
17 In spite of a completed canal being shown on virtually all commercial maps of the District printed before that time, and which seem to 
have copied from each other and ultimately the L’Enfant plan, more careful maps such as Boschke and military topographical maps confirm 
that James Creek remained only that until 1866, and that (a few careless cartographers notwithstanding) it did not connect with the canal 
system. 
18 Evening Star, June 22, 1866, p. 1; December 20, 1866, p. 3; December 21, 1901, p. 32.  The 1866 work also created the sea wall along the 
eastern tip of Greenleaf Point.  Besides the latter article, a good history of the Arsenal will be found in Evening Star, April 17, 1932, p. 82.  The 
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Neither canal nor wharves nor arsenal19 brought prosperity to Buzzard Point, nor to the southwestern quadrant 
of the District, which by the 1850s was known generally as “The Island” for its isolation from the rest of the 
city.20  “From the Navy Yard westward along the Eastern Branch to Greenleaf’s Point was a wild stretch of land 
with here and there a hovel or a house – and the stouring of brick kilns,” recalled an elderly resident in 1901 of 
the pre-Civil War period.21 Few buildings stood there before 1830 except “some simple wharves and shacks 
along the shore.”  Citizens petitioning on behalf of a railroad project in 1859 stated that “the condition of that 
portion of the city has been an eyesore for the last quarter of a century.”22  A count of structures by in 1853 
found eight frame houses and one shop in all of Buzzard Point below Q Street.23  There was no passageway 
over James Creek below N Street,24 and so no direct access to the Arsenal. 
 
Newspaper references to the Buzzard Point community from the mid-nineteenth century mostly pertain to stray 
farm animals; crime; drowning and boating accidents; boats stolen, lost or sunk; illegal fishing and swimming; 
hunting and concomitant shooting accidents.  The riverbank was a popular spot for mass baptisms (“by colored 
people”), for baseball and bowling games, and for illegal prize fights.  The only legal businesses mentioned 
were “a drinking house” and a brick yard.25  The few descriptions of area housing range from “a neat little 
frame house” to “an unsightly frame shanty.”  
 
The 1866 draining of the James Creek marsh, hoped to open new land “for occupancy by buildings, workshops, 
etc.,” accomplished little in that line. 26  An 1875 survey of District buildings found 36 residences, mostly 
frame; eight “shanties”, and six businesses.  The businesses comprised a brickyard, a stoneyard, a factory, two 
slaughterhouses, and one shop.27  These structures were scattered along South Capitol and First Streets.  The 
Police Census of 1894 (the earliest reported) found 323 inhabitants living south of Q Street, 117 whites and 146 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
masonry wall below P Street contained only the west side of the canal, according to a very detailed account in Evening Star, December 17, 
1887, p. 1, and later photos. 
19 For many years a marsh and unbridged creek/canal separated the neighborhood from the Arsenal; the still-standing brick wall along Fort 
McNair’s original eastern boundary was built in the very late 1920s, judging from representations in the Baist maps.  No source consulted, 
including census records of occupations, gives any indication that the Arsenal gave work to the nearby community in the way the Navy Yard 
nurtured its neighborhood. 
20 So labeled on the Boschke map of 1857. 
21 Sunderland, Bryan, “Washington As I Knew It”, in Records of the Columbia Historical Society, vol. 5.  CHS, Washington DC.  1902. 
22 Respectively: Evening Star, April 17, 1910, p. 20; February 12, 1859, p. 2.  “That portion of Washington has up to this time been entirely 
neglected by the corporate authorities, perhaps because... there has been no real demand for its due improvement” (Evening Star, April 13, 
1859, p. 2); “a portion of Washington... so far a closed book” (Evening Star, November 10, 1859, p. 2); “this portion of Washington, so eligible 
for business purposes,... has been avoided as if infected by the plague” (Evening Star, June 22, 1866, p. 1). 
23 See Kraft, Old Southwest. 
24 Kraft (p. 26) found a notice of a bridge at S Street in 1844 but it did not appear in later maps. 
25 Although much is made of brickyards in the area – which had the largest concentration in the District -- most of them were located outside 
of Buzzard Point as I define it here, along South Capitol north of Q or in nearby Southeast.  Lumberyards also figure in contemporary 
accounts, perhaps informal ones (see, e.g., Evening Star, May 22, 1917, p. 15); only one appeared in City Directories below Q Street. 
26 Evening Star, December 20, 1866, p. 3. 
27 Kraft, Old Southwest. 
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blacks, generally living side-by-side in the same squares.28  The detailed maps of infrastructure improvements 
included in the 1880 Engineer Annual Report show that not one type of civic work—pavement, gas lines, water 
mains, sewers, trolley, schools, police or fire stations, even street trees—extended south of M Street. 
 
The 1900 census suggests a declining population, while newspaper descriptions a few years later suggest a more 
general decline in condition.  By far the most common occupations were gardener/farmer, day laborer, 
carpenter, dressmaker, and servant.  Bookkeeper, fireman, policeman, engineer stand out as exceptional.  A 
certain number lived on boats, not the yachtsmen of today but the working class.  The 1940 census listed no 
fewer than ten white people living on houseboats, including one whose occupation was “fisherman”.   
 
As Buzzard Point failed to establish a place in the larger society of the growing city, its geographic and 
economic isolation attracted thoughts for new uses for the area.  The most novel of these related to trash 
disposal.  In 1865 municipal scavengers simply deposited night soil into the James Creek Canal; Buzzard Point 
was appointed one of the two new sites for such refuse, and a small dump depot was built on S Street.29  No one 
lived there except the commandant of the Arsenal, who fruitlessly complained.  This annoying facility was 
joined in 1881 by the odiferous fertilizer factory of Mr. H. Clay Jones, maker of “Jones’ Prolific Guano” (from 
rendered animal carcasses). With such a reputation, other haulers began routinely dumping manure “and other 
offensive material” nearby.30  This and another such fertilizer plant burned near the end of the century. 
 
Dumping and rendering were not the only olfactory and health threats relegated to this unloved part of town.  
The new (1899) sewer system included an outfall running into the Canal.  “These sewers carry a large volume 
of sewage into the [Anacostia] river each day.”31  And a galling annoyance was the official designation of the 
wharf on South Capitol Street as the point from which dead animals, collected by city contractors from the 
streets, were shipped to rendering plants now moved to Giesboro (in DC) and Virginia.  City inspectors visited 
the wharf in 1893 and reported finding “two dead horses on scow... exposed to hot sun, one much swollen and 
odorous; also an accumulation of bones partially covered by putrid flesh and giving off an offensive stench; [the 
next week] five dead horses... basking in hot sun, swollen and odorous; [the next day] five dead horses on boat, 
greatly swollen and decomposing.”32 
 
One can be dismayed but not surprised to see regular advertisements from about this period: “FOR SALE – Is 
Your Business Objectionable to Your Neighbors?  Then buy on Buzzards Point, 1st St, SW; 10,000 feet for sale 
cheap.”33 The ancient problem of the James Creek Canal (“this navigable sewer”) persisted.  Even after James 
Creek’s 1866 widening and improvement barges could only travel as far north as P Street (where it measured 60 
                                                           
28 Critic-Record, August 30, 1886, p. 3; National Republican, August 30, 1884, p. 3. 
29 The other was at 17th Street on the Potomac (Evening Star, October 17, 1873, p. 4). 
30 Evening Star, November 27, 1865, p. 2; National Republican, May 11, 1881, p. 4. 
31 Evening Star, January 17, 1899, p. 11.  “The District’s sewage station” sat just across South Capitol Street (Washington Times, September 
29, 1911, p. 1). 
32 Evening Star, August 5, 1893, p. 4. 
33 Wash. Herald, February 11, 1909, p. 10. 
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feet wide and 10 feet deep at low tide);34 the Canal seems to have never contributed materially to the area’s 
development.  A citizen petition of 1896 summarized its broken promises: “This open sewer, by reason of its 
foul waters and filth, is fatal to the health and creates a frightful mortality in this vicinity...  The canal will never 
be of any considerable value to commerce or business, inasmuch as it is too narrow and shallow to allow the 
passage of any vessel larger... than a sand scow.”  They wanted it buried.  In 1916, it was gone.  The lowest 
section was used as a city dump until 1930, when the Corinthian Yacht Club received permission to created its 
new yacht basin there.35 
 
As the canal failed in its purpose, so also died the idea of useful harborage at the Point.  The last recorded 
suggestion of this type dated from 1859, a terminal for a proposed cargo steamship line.36  From this time on 
work on the river along the Point aimed to facilitate water traffic past Buzzard Point to the Navy Yard.  The 
Eastern Branch channel was dredged in 1876, 1883, and almost continuously in 1903 to 1913.  These projects 
allowed the government to fill the flats on both sides of the Anacostia.  Navigation beacons lit the re-formed 
channel after 1912.37 
 
Another early proposal for Buzzard Point was railroad use.  Linking the inland areas of the city to the Anacostia 
via rail was first suggested in 1851.  Railroad plans failed in the 1870s and 1890s.38  Other projects also were 
mooted: a private factory, more federal munitions facilities, an enlarged sewage pumping station, a trash 
incinerator, an airport, a park, an extension of the Botanical Garden, a public beach for blacks, and a relocation 
site for the city’s main wholesale market, displaced by the new National Archives building.39  The Senate Park 
Commission Plan confined its recommendations regarding the Potomac-Anacostia waterfront to more wharves 
backed by an elevated road not clearly intended to include the Point.  The South Capitol Street (Douglass) 
Bridge connection was not built until in 1950. 
 
 
The Planned (and Unsuccessful) Industrialization of Buzzard Point 
 
In the early twentieth century, the City Beautiful movement’s emphasis on aesthetically pleasing, ordered vistas 
created the need for a mirroring landscape in which unaesthetic but essential functions could take place out of 
                                                           
34 The work is minutely described in Evening Star, June 22, 1866, p. 1. 
35 Evening Star, June 22, 1866, p. 1; February 25, 1896, p. 1; April 16, 1911, p. 20; June 11, 1916, p. 26; February 22, 1930, p. 16.  A 1911 
article describes Buzzard Point as “a quaint, semi-rural section... covered with market gardens and small orchards.”  The 1932 Baist map 
shows the section south of S Street still not filled in; perhaps this was the part used by the yacht club and the P-S stretch had been eliminated 
in an intermediate project. 
36 Daily Union, February 15, 1848, p. 3; Evening Star, April 13, 1859, p. 2.  The suggestion was resurrected briefly in 1929 and later. 
37 Evening Star, July 21, 1883, p. 1; November 17, 1903, p. 15; April 2, 1905, p. 10; October 20, 1908, p. 18; Washington Times, September 30, 
1911, p. 5; August 3, 1912, p. 12; April 17, 1913, p. 15. 
38 Daily National Intelligencer, November 17, 1851, p. 3; Evening Star, February 12, 1859, p. 2; February 23, 1874, p. 1; August 16, 1890, p. 6. 
39 Washington Post, November 12, 1909, p. 16; Washington Times, November 13, 1909, p. 5; Washington Times, September 13, 1916, p. 1; 
Evening Star, December 17, 1887, p. 1; Washington Post, January 22, 1928, p. M1; Evening Star, July 3, 1929, p. 26; Evening Star, May 16, 
1916, p. 6; Evening Star, December 6, 1925, p. 4; Afro-American, June 13, 1925, p. 1; Washington Post, January 21, 1928, p. 1. 
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sight. This requirement soon led to an institutionalized definition of Buzzard Point as an area of the city to 
which noisome functions could be relegated.  The Washington Chamber of Commerce’s Zoning Committee in 
1920 recommended enlargement of industrial and second-commercial zones, and included all of Buzzard Point 
below M Street in the former category.40  Sensitive to the disuse of the area and the need for an industrial 
section in the District, the National Capital Park and Planning Commission commissioned a report study the 
possibilities, and it served as the basis for the industrialization of the area.  As cheap land near railroad tracks 
serving the Navy Yard, Buzzard Point was recommended as “the only available site [for] development [of] 
suitable facilities for interchange of water and railroad commerce.”  The report proposed the improvement of 
the shoreline seawalls; river dredging; construction of transit sheds and freight stations; new railroad lines; a 
service street 150 feet wide; and a bridge crossing the Anacostia River at Q Street. 

 
The NCPPC pursued this plan through 193041 and approved a proposed rail plan at its October 1931 meeting.  
Congress passed the “Buzzards [sic] Point Railroad Bill” on 18 June 1932.  Tracks were laid later that year.42 
Railroad lines to the Point were the first requisite for its industrialization, new zoning was the second.  A 
request for rezoning to industrial use was presented to the Zoning Commission by PEPCO in June 1932, 
covering only the area of the company’s proposed power station (T to V, 2nd to Water Streets), but was later 
amended to take in the entire Buzzard Point area south of P Street.  At its October 1932 meeting the 
Commission (at the request of NCPPC) approved a reduced industrial area “to protect the residential 
development of the Washington Sanitary Housing Corporation and the view from the War College.”43 
 
With the important pieces in place, the District and its partners put out a welcome sign for major industry to 
inhabit the neighborhood.  The Washington Merchants and Manufacturers Association and the Washington Real 
Estate Board already had initiated a joint project toward this end.  NCPPC organized a round-table conference 
of government and private players to integrate its plans with a proposed Port of Washington Authority.  The 
Commission heard testimony suggesting a more “dignified” name (Duddington, Carrollsburg) to help attract 
builders.44 
 
Gulf Refining Company did build an oil and gasoline storage plant on the 1700 block of South Capitol Street in 
1933, but a “Map of South Washington” prepared “for proposed track extensions” at the time shows many 
industrial concerns spotted to the north of Q Street and east of South Capitol but none south of Q.45  The only 
other new development the area attracted was the splendid new Corinthian Yacht Club, displaced from the 

                                                           
40 Evening Star, August 11, 1920, p. 15. 
41 See, for example: Washington Post, September 22, 1930, p. 18; Evening Star, October 23, 1932, p. 3. 
42 Washington Post, June 29, 1932, p. 16. 
43 Washington Post, June 10, 1932, p. 20; Evening Star, September 24, 1932, p. 17; Washington Post, October 12, 1932, p. 16.  As part of the 
power plant project portions of Water and U Streets were also closed (see PEPCO documents in the NCPC Planning Files; National Archives, 
RG 328, Item 545-30, Box 52) 
44 Evening Star, October 23, 1932, p. 3; Washington Post, February 16, 1930, p. 13; Evening Star, April 1, 1932, p. 36; Evening Star, July 22, 
1932, p. 17. 
45 Washington Post, November 25, 1930, p. 4; May 7, 1933, p. 8; NCPC Planning Files (National Archives, RG 328, Item 545-30, Box 52). 
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Virginia side of the Potomac.46  The PEPCO power plant was the only major industrial installation that actually 
rose in the new industrial zone of the District of Columbia. 
 
 
Electrical Power in the District of Columbia, and PEPCO47 
 
Consumer demand for electricity was initially induced mostly by its use in illumination and motive power, that 
is, for streetlights and interior lights and streetcars.  An experimental system of battery-powered arc lighting 
was installed in the Capitol in 1867, although reliable incandescent lights were not installed until 1885.48  At the 
same time public demonstrations of the new system at such events as the Garfield Inaugural Ball at the National 
Building Museum in 1881 led to increased interest.49 While some federal departments installed dedicated 
generators in their buildings, business leaders’ took tentative steps to establish of commercial power companies.  
The Heisler Company set up a generator at the Washington Post building at 10th and D Streets NW and installed 
electric street lamps downtown in 1880-81 to great applause; the White House was fitted up in 1890.50  House- 
and business-owners all clamored for the new systems, by now rapidly showing technical improvements. Some 
business owners, such as the Woodward & Lothrop Company, purchased their own generating plants.51 
 
In 1882 Heisler was re-organized as the United States Electric Lighting Company and soon merged with its 
rival Brush-Swan Electric Company.  Despite a disastrous fire that ruined the original plant at the Post building 
in 1885, the new USELCO successfully converted its lighting from the primitive arc system to incandescent 
technology and erected a central plant at B and 13th Streets NW in downtown Washington in 1887.52 
 
Electric lighting gradually replaced gas lamps. But USELCO soon faced competition from streetcar companies, 
which generated electricity for motive power and sold the excess to residential customers along their routes, 
from the Edison Company, which sold dedicated power plants to large customers such as federal agencies, and 
from the rival Potomac Electric Company, founded in 1891. The city’s first electric streetcar system was that of 
the Eckington and Soldiers’ Home Railway Company, established in 1888, which supplied surplus electricity 
from its own generators.  It was at this time that the federal government mandated underground cables rather 
than aerial for transmission.  Other lines—Brightwood, Georgetown and Tenallytown—followed suit in the 
1890s, leading to the creation of “streetcar suburbs” along their lines, even into Maryland.  The Edison 
Company scored several stunning successes, building a plant to electrify the Executive Office Building and the 

                                                           
46 Evening Star, November 15, 1930, p. 22. 
47 The information in this section is taken from Heritage USA “Historic Utility System Study”, and PEPCO 100 Years, listed in the 
bibliography. 
48 aoc.gov/blog/capitol-illumination 
49 Beck, p. 18. 
50 Beck, p. 19. 
51 Beck, p. 29. 
52 Beck, p. 32. 
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White House in 1890.53  To maintain its competitiveness, in 1898 USELCO built a new alternating-current 
plant at 14th Street and Constitution Avenue, permitting power to be transmitted longer distances without 
substantial voltage drop.  
 
But USELCO’s most formidable competitor was the Potomac Electric Company (PEC), begun to supply 
electricity for lighting and transportation purposes in Georgetown and northwest DC from a plant at Chain 
Bridge and a streetcar powerhouse at Wisconsin Avenue and Calvert Street.  In 1896, the PEC’s new owners 
bought the Eckington & Soldiers Home streetcar line, merged it and some other streetcar companies into the 
Potomac Electric Power Company (PEPCO), and built a larger plant in a former iron works on the Georgetown 
waterfront.  Three years later, through a series of boardroom maneuvers and strategic stock purchases, PEPCO 
absorbed USELCO.  This merger made PEPCO the sole supplier of electric power in Washington.  Meanwhile, 
an Act of Congress completed the merger of the city’s streetcar lines into the Washington Traction and Electric 
Company (WTEC) in 1900.  In 1901, legislation reorganized the WTEC into the Washington Railway and 
Electric Company (WREC), a holding company which controlled PEPCO.54 
 
Into the early twentieth century, PEPCO struggled to keep pace with power demand through a variety of 
makeshift strategies.  These included rebuilding the original USELCO plant on B Street, installing huge storage 
batteries at substations, and continuing to supplement major generating sites with small streetcar plants, 
including the Metropolitan car barn powerhouse at 24th and P Streets NW, the Eckington powerhouse at 4th and 
T Streets NE, the Columbia car barn at 15th and H Streets NE, the Capitol Railway Power House, and the 
Brightwood Station.55  In 1906 PEPCO opened its large Benning plant, as well as a network of substations to 
step down the power for consumer use.  The Benning plant’s site offered many advantages over earlier 
downtown locations.  Its coal-fired steam boilers had a ready source of water from the Anacostia River, and its 
proximity to the B&O Railroad network provided a ready source of fuel.  Moreover, its removal from densely 
populated downtown minimized complaints about the smoke and ash from its stacks for a least a few years.56     
 
As the city’s population and institutions became addicted to electricity, the regularly expanded Benning plant 
carried the load of these supply requirements.  The federal government built its own generating plant at the base 
of Capitol Hill near South Capitol Street in 1910, supplying its buildings on the Hill.  PEPCO came under the 
regulatory jurisdiction of the newly created Public Utilities Commission of DC in 1913, but the Commission did 
not take over the city’s streetcar and electricity operations as originally planned. 
 
In the 1920s PEPCO expanded into the electric appliance business (the Potomac Electric Appliance Company, 
1920) and operation of the city’s new streetlights (1925).  Electric lines spread into nearby Maryland and 

                                                           
53 Beck, p. 36. 
54 Beck, p. 62. 
55 Beck, p. 66. 
56 Beck, p. 68. 
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Virginia in 1928, first originating from Benning but later adding power from new plants in Alexandria, Virginia 
and Dickerson and Morgantown, Maryland. 
 
In the years immediately preceding the Great Depression, demands on PEPCO’s generation capacity increased 
markedly.  With the planning of the Federal Triangle, further use of the old power plant at 14th and Constitution 
became untenable.  At the same time the Pennsylvania Railroad, which was expanding its operation in the 
Washington area, reported its greatly increased power needs to PEPCO, which began seeking a location for a 
large new generation plant.  The search took the company to Buzzard Point. 

 
 

The Buzzard Point Power Plant 
 
PEPCO announced plans for a new auxiliary power plant in June 1931.  “The plant would be extensible and, 
beginning with one or two power units... would be enlarged as demand... grew.”  Company officials looked not 
only at the general increase in demand but also the danger of having only one major generating facility, 
Benning, which, if incapacitated by some catastrophe would leave the capital city dependent on far-away 
Baltimore for power.57  Sites rumored under consideration were Giesboro Point (present Bolling AFB), a 
riverside spot near Alexandria, and Buzzard Point.58 
 
Buzzard Point had its attractions and problems for the company.  It was centrally located.  It was near a good 
supply of water for steam production.  Coal could be easily and cheaply brought there by the new railroad tracks 
and the envisioned wharves.  On the other hand, the design would fall under purview of the Commission on 
Fine Arts and the NCPPC; the requisite tall stacks would certainly become lighting rods for aesthetic criticism 
and concerns about aviation hazards.  Inasmuch as the Park Service was then buying up the riverfront for 
parkland, more design restrictions would ensue; pipes from the attached water intake plant would have to be 
placed underground.  The Public Utilities Commission approved the new plant on October 5, 1932.59 
 
The stack question proved to be the most mettlesome.  PEPCO wanted three stacks of 225 feet height but after a 
conference between the company and a raft of local and federal agency representatives, the plant included only 
one stack of 180 feet.60  At the instance of CFA the exterior decoration was built in limestone instead of the 
proposed cast stone.  It is perhaps not surprising that PEPCO gave the design and construction commission to 
the respected engineering firm Stone & Webster of Boston, Massachusetts. 
 
 

                                                           
57 The Benning plant had gone out of operation twice – in 1914 because of low water in the Anacostia, and in 1933 from high water 
Washington Post, November 12, 1933, p. F8. 
58 Commission of Fine Arts minutes, November 18-19, 1932; Evening Star, June 21, 1931, p. 18. 
59 PUC minutes, October 5, 1932 (p. 759), as PUC No. 3023. 
60 Washington Post, December 9, 1932, p. 9; Evening Star, November 2, 1933, p. 26; CFA minutes, November 18, 1932. 
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Stone & Webster Engineering Company61 
 
The company’s picturesque origin lies in the friendship of two MIT electrical engineering graduates, Charles A. 
Stone and Edwin S. Webster, who saw the growing appetite for electrical power and in 1889 combined their 
talents.  Their first achievement was development of safer fuse wires, and in 1890 they won their first contract 
to design a generating plant, at Sacorappa Dam in Maine.  This was followed in the next decade by a large 
hydroelectric plant on the Mississippi River in Keokuk and the entire new generating complex on the Puget 
Sound.  The partners’ business savvy was remarkable.  “Stone & Webster went into every phase of the business, 
installing accounting methods as well as dynamos.”  The firm managed streetlights and trolley systems.  By 
1910, fourteen percent of all U.S. generating capacity was of Stone & Webster design/construction, both coal- 
and hydro-powered.  World War I saw notable projects by the company, ranging from the significant Hog 
Island shipyard (PA) to construction of thirty major military bases.  “Cantonments, flying fields, arsenals and 
other government undertakings were constructed at record speed.” 
 
Stone & Webster publications could not possibly list even a reasonable portion of its projects,62 but highlighted 
the company’s own favorites from the 1920 and 1930s, which give a good idea of the spread of its facilities 
work: the Conowingo Power Plant on the Susquehanna River (Maryland); the Osage Dam (Missouri); the 
Caribou Powerhouse (California; the world’s highest capacity in 1921); the Edgar Steam Electric Station 
(Massachusetts); the Rock Island Dam (Washington).  In 1932 eight percent of American hydropower capacity 
and ten percent of steam power came with Stone & Webster projects. 
 
Other construction projects included a plant for U.S. Rubber Company, university laboratories and class 
buildings, a textile factory, warehouses, churches, banks, a sugar refinery, an oil terminal, underground 
transmission lines, a tunnel, a yeast production plant, a natural gas pipeline, chemical factories, and a 
hydropower project in Japan.  The company estimated the total value of its construction to 1932 at one billion 
dollars. 
 
Besides design and construction, Stone & Webster entered a wide range of financial, management and 
consulting services.  In the 1920s it managed 59 utility companies in eighteen states but was forced by federal 
legislation to divest itself of these in 1935.  It began to acquire related companies in 1930, becoming a holding 
company.  It established a petroleum division in 1939 and, along with many, many jobs during World War II, 
including development of a commercial synthetic rubber process, it participated in Project X at Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee. 
 

                                                           
61 This information taken from Allen, “Stone & Webster”; Stone & Webster, The Story of Stone & Webster; and Keller, Stone & Webster.  
PEPCO’s Benning plant had been designed by J.G. White & Co, of New York (Washington Post, February 17, 1906, p. 2), but a 1946 expansion 
was Stone & Webster’s work, the only other job the company did in Washington by the early 1950s (Building permit No. 288265, August 23, 
1946). 
62 The Buzzard Point plant, although coming at a very slack period in its business, does not appear in its lists of significant accomplishments. 
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Many Stone & Webster executives became prominent in business, technical and nonprofit endeavors after 
leaving the company.  However, the firm had an especially close relationship with PEPCO.  In 1933, while the 
Buzzard Point Plant was under construction, Stone & Webster vice president Dr. William McClellan became 
president of PEPCO.  During the 1930s, PEPCO’s executive ranks were thick with Stone & Webster alumni, 
one of whom, Allan G. Neal, succeeded McClellan in 1939.63 
 
Construction of the Buzzard Point plant commenced in October 1932.64  The architect of record was George R. 
Wryen, presumably a company designer.  PEPCO inaugurated the facility on November 16, 1933 with a lunch 
for government and business elites.  The cost totaled $4 million65 and generated 35 megawatts from turbines but 
was planned for increase to 250 megawatt capacity.  When the local chapter of the American Association of 
Engineers visited a few months later, the visitors declared the plant “a model of efficiency,” incorporating 
numerous improvements over past systems.  Contemporary accounts did not mention the associated water 
intake plant built at the same time.66  A small gatehouse, of the same materials and style as the plant, sits at the 
northwest corner of the original building built about 1940. 
  
A Washington Post profile beamed over this addition to the city’s infrastructure: “Architecturally, the new 
structure, by its simple lines and pleasing proportions, would ornament any part of the city.  Even the stack of 
light brick which indicates the purpose of the building adds to its attractiveness... What impresses the visitor to 
this modern plant is the bigness of everything... Simplicity and safety have been guiding principles with the 
engineers... Precautions have been taken against the hazards of lubricating-oil fires, incident to the high 
temperature of steam operating the turbine generators.”67 
 
Stone & Webster also provided the first addition to the plant in 1939-1940,68 taking capacity to 120 megawatts 
at an expense of $5 million.  After its completion, the plant was PEPCO’s largest.  Additional turbines installed 
in 1942 and 1945 yielded a total capacity of 270 megawatts.  The pumping station building also saw some 
upgrades.  An uninviting open coal yard lay adjacent to the plant and occupied as much acreage.69 
 
Further expansion eventually saw its generating capacity rise to 380 megawatts, divided between Buzzard Point 
Combustion Turbine Plant East and West.  The year 1968 saw a conversion to oil-fired turbines, but they were 
used less and less until largely taken off line in 2012. 
                                                           
63 Beck, pp. 105, 108-110. 
64 Building permits, Nos. 161300 and 162359, 1933.  The long strings of construction inspection reports attached to both allow minute 
tracking of the progress 
65 All sources give the anticipated cost as $5 million; perhaps the newspaper article was mistaken. 
66 Evening Star, November 17, 1933, p. 3; Washington Post, February 25, 1934, p. 20.  A detailed discussion of the project’s labor cost will be 
found in Evening Star, November 13, 1933, p. 17. 
67 Washington Post, November 12, 1933, p. F8.  A fine set of photos of all aspects of the original plant and with it several additions will be 
found in the Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, the Theodor Horydczak photos. 
68 Building permit No. 227892, November 8, 1939, and No. 250089, December 31, 1941, both with letters of approval from the PUC. 
69 Washington Post, July 17, 1939, p. 17 and January 25, 1940, p. 20; Evening Star, June 26, 1940, p. 25 and August 21, 1945, p. 12 and May 
10, 1946, p. 23.  The Evening Star for May 30, 1943, p. 22 has a good photograph of the interior, and May 10, 1946, p. 23 shows the coal yard. 
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The Buzzard Point Power Plant During and After World War II 
 
Although constructing the Buzzard Point Plant was a step into modern technology, PEPCO found that it had to 
keep striding to keep pace with the times.  One factor was economic recovery.  While the Great Depression had 
sharply reduced economic activity nationwide, the District’s population grew robustly throughout the 1930s.  
By 1940, the city had 36 percent more residents than in 1930.70  As the national economy finally began to 
improve, construction rebounded more quickly in Washington than in most of the rest of the country.  By 1939, 
the city’s annual building permit value was more than 25 percent higher than at the depression’s start in 1929.71  
 
Like most large twentieth-century industrial facilities, the Buzzard Point Plant had an “expansible” design 
which allowed it to be built out in modular sections in response to demand.  During the late spring of 1939, 
PEPCO brought back Stone & Webster to increase the plant’s capacity to 120,000 kilowatts from its original 
70,000.  To accomplish this, the firm built a seven-story addition against the plant’s north side, installed new 
steam turbines, condensers, pumps, and boilers, and made numerous infrastructural improvements.  Besides 
enhancements to the riverside pumping station’s intake system and a concrete-lined tunnel to carry water to the 
boilers, they included new facilities to handle coal to fire the boilers.72  Construction began in November 1939, 
with completion scheduled for the fall of 1940.73  
 
These plans had begun to change radically after war broke out in Europe in September 1939.  In January 1940, 
PEPCO determined that the plant’s capacity should be doubled again, ultimately through a matching second 
addition to the plant’s north side and the lower boiler section on its west side.  Although the city’s population 
was growing at an even faster rate than during the preceding decade, the decision to expand was largely driven 
by concerns about American preparedness.  When he announced the new plan in June 1940, PEPCO President 
A.G. Neal took pains to reassure the public that the second expansion addressed a contingency rather than an 
immanent shortfall, noting that: 

 
We now have ample facilities well in excess of maximum demands so far made upon us in the 
Washington area, and the additional generating unit now nearing completion will take care of the 
estimated normal growth and maintain an adequate power reserve.74 

 
However, he added that: 

 
                                                           
70 Statistical Abstract for 1941. Table 930. 
71 Tabulation of the value of new building permits from the DC Building Permit Database. 
72 Building Permit No. 227892, November 8, 1939.  
73 “Stone & Webster Start Work on Pepco Extension,” Washington Post, July 17, 1939, p. 17. 
74 “PEPCO Doubles Size of Plant Being Built,” Washington Evening Star, June 26, 1940, p. B1; “Pepco Plans Power Boost For Defense,” 
Washington Post; June 27, 1940, p. 3 
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At the same time, we want to be absolutely certain that the National Capital will be adequately 
supplied with power in any emergency that may arise in the movement for national defense 
preparedness.  We are, therefore. immediately placing orders for additional generation equipment to 
be installed in the Buzzard Point Plant.75 

 
E.A. Shea, president of the holding company that controlled PEPCO as well as other utilities nationwide, 
remarked that, since the beginnings of war in Europe, “we have been even more determined to see to it that our 
program is geared to abnormal demands and unforeseen emergencies.”76 
One potential emergency was sabotage.  In July 1940, PEPCO implemented a far-reaching security program 
after an American Bridge employee with “pro-Hitler views” reportedly stated that he could “wreck the plant in 
15 minutes.”77  The utility installed flood lights and fencing under a special dispensation from an 1898 law 
banning barbed wire in the District.78  It also elevated its guards to “special police” and instituted an employees’ 
pass system, enforced at a new gate house near the northwest corner of the plant.  The announcement of these 
measures was followed by news that several plant guards were being formally reprimanded for not shooting at 
fleeing “prowlers” who might simply have been pilferers.79 In 1943, the company received permission to 
implement a shortwave radio station to contact work crews in the event of sabotage or an air raid.80 
 
Another aspect of security may have involved restricting specific information about changes to the site. The 
guard house at the northwest corner of the addition, which appears in annotations to a plat map dated August 
17, 1940, is described simply as an “office.”  Under wartime conditions, photography and the publication of 
specific information about strategic locations was discouraged, if not specifically prohibited. One of the plant’s 
most conspicuous contributions to the landscape is its trio of 180-foot-tall smokestacks. Although three stacks 
were approved at the original section’s construction in 1933, just one had been constructed by the time of the 
1939-40 addition.81 The other two stacks were constructed during the subsequent expansion but were neither 
mentioned in newspaper articles nor shown on plat maps.82 In an air raid, features like stacks could pinpoint a 
plant’s location or served as a landmark to orient raiders to other targets. While their presence could scarcely be 
kept secret, the silence about the plant having three stacks rather than one may have stemmed from a desire to 
make an attack as difficult as possible for enemies. 
 
Shortly thereafter, in December 1941, the United States entered the war. A. G. Neal noted that  
                                                           
75 Ibid. 
76 “PEPCO Doubles Size of Plant Being Built,” Washington Evening Star. 
77 “D.C. Utilities Sharpen Eyes For Saboteurs,” Washington Post, July 10, 1940, p. 10 
78 Ibid. 
79 “Pepco Guards Told to Shoot At Prowlers,” Washington Post; August 29, 1940, p. 13 
80 Bainbridge Crist. “How Washington Utilities Are Meeting the Capital’s Vital Wartime Needs,” Washington Evening Star, May 30, 1943, p. B5. 
81 Master photographer Theodore Horydczak photographed the plant over more than a decade, presumably under commissions from 
PEPCO. Among the undated images in his Library of Congress archive is a photograph showing the original plant with a single stack and steel 
framing for the addition. Another photograph shows the completed addition flanked by a pair of smokestacks, while a third photo shows the 
expanded plant with coal handling structures, the guard house, and an extended powerhouse with three stacks in place,  
82 Indeed, building permits covering the wartime additions could not be found in the DC building permit files at the National Archives. 
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Accompanying the vast growth of population in the area served by this company, there has been 
increased activity in building operations and allied requirements for increased use of electrical 
power among governmental, commercial, industrial, and retail interests… The volume of new 
residents requiring housing and electricity, coupled with heavy demands from the Government and 
private enterprise, has thrown an unexpected and heavy demand on the generating equipment and 
distribution system. We have been able to meet all demands for electric power made upon us to 
date. However, it was early seen that a very great increase in generating capacity would be required, 
to meet the ceaselessly increasing need for more power.83 

 
Neal outlined in some detail how the Buzzard Point Plant would help meet this ever-burgeoning demand. The 
50,000 KW generator installed during the 1939-40 expansion had made Buzzard Point PEPCO’s highest 
capacity plant at 120,000 KW. A second 50,000 KW unit was slated to be on-line in early 1942, with two 
identical units to come in 1943. This schedule proved optimistic, as the third generator entered operation in July 
1942 and the fifth and last in early 1945.84 However, it soon became apparent that PEPCO’s planning had been 
quite accurate in most other ways. Between 1938 and 1942, the utility’s average number of monthly customers 
had grown from 187,000 to more than 222,000. For the first 10 months of 1942, kilowatt hours supplied had 
increased more than 18 percent from the same period in 1941.85 In 1943, growth exceeded 16 percent. June 29th 
saw PEPCO supply a record 362,000 kilowatt hours without pushing the generating system’s limits. During 
1943, power sales increased 14.7 percent, with government and private power sales up 15.3 percent.  Railroad 
and street railway sales grew 11.2 percent, reflecting electric streetcars’ especially vital contribution when 
gasoline shortages led to bus routes being suspended and private automobile travel curtailed.86  
 
By the war’s end, PEPCO had been hailed for its effective planning, which the Washington Post called the best 
of any area utility, and the city had not suffered a serious power shortfall.87 While its systemwide generating 
capacity had near doubled, the Buzzard Point Plant’s had nearly quadrupled to 270,000 KW.88 
 
During the postwar years, continued regional economic expansion pushed demand even beyond wartime levels. 
Further expansion of the facility outside the building envelope eventually saw its capacity rise to 380,000 KW. 
By 1967, Buzzard Point had been joined by several newer PEPCO plants on the fringes of the Washington 
Metropolitan Area. In that year, Congress held pioneering hearings on air quality which included charges that 
PEPCO was the second-largest stationary source of pollution in the Washington region. Utility officials cited 

                                                           
83 Alfred G. Neal. “30-Million Expansion Program To Meet Capital Power Needs,” Washington Post; January 2, 1942, p. F1. 
84 “New Generator To Boost Pepco Capacity 12%,” Washington Post; August 8, 1945, p. 9. 
85 Alfred G. Neal. “Pepco Expands Plant to Meet Record Sales," Washington Post; January 2, 1943, p. C3 
86 Alfred G. Neal. “Pepco Meets Record Area Power Needs,” Washington Post; January 2, 1944, p. R3. Anne Hagner. “Scant Supply Is Expected 
To Dribble Into City Soon,” Washington Post; May 24, 1943, p. R3; S. Oliver Goodman. “Record Power Sales Here Up 14.7% in Year,” 
Washington Post, January 25, 1944, p. 12. 
87 Ibid. 
88 “New Generator To Boost Pepco Capacity 12%,” Washington Post; August 8, 1945; 9 
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the Buzzard Point Plant as an early model of mitigation, citing the electrostatic precipitators (first installed at 
the plant in 1933), said to collect 95 percent of fly ash, and the mechanical dust collectors added in 1951, which 
together were said to remove more than 98 percent of particulate emissions. PEPCO also noted that, like the 
newer exurban facilities, Buzzard Point’s turbines used more highly refined Number 2 oil to light off their 
pulverized coal burners, rather than the higher sulfur Number 6 oil burned to generate electricity at the older 
Benning Road facility.89 At that time, the Benning Road and Buzzard Point Plants were used only at peak 
periods, like summertime, when demand for electricity for air conditioning surged. By 1968, the Buzzard Point 
Plant had been converted to oil-fueled turbine generators, but it was in service less and less before being taken 
off-line in 2012. 

 
 

The New, Desolate Buzzard Point 
 
The NCPPC’s plans cannot be said to have destroyed the old, semi-rural Buzzard Point, because it was rapidly 
disappearing in any case,90 but they failed to establish the area as a center for industrial use.  More railroad 
tracks were laid in 1939 and 1942.  Commented D.C. Commissioner Nolan on the latter occasion: “The area is 
already becoming crowded with spur tracks.”91  The area’s population had dwindled to near zero while a few 
people lived on boats.92 
  
Other proposed uses, often distasteful, came and went: a trash-transfer station, a “penal wharf”, a city-owned 
gravel plant, and that perennial losing-idea commercial and pleasure wharves.93  A commercial marina, Buzzard 
Point Boat Yard, was established immediately south of the power plant in 1945; the Corinthian Yacht Club lost 
its lease on its federally owned location in 1964 and disbanded for refusing membership to an African-
American applicant and disbanded, to be replaced by the James Creek Marina in 1991.94  Through the 1940s 
and 1950s most newspaper items relating to Buzzard Point pertained to boating. 
  
The venerable Hall’s Restaurant moved to the Point in 1961, displaced from its 7th and K streets SW location.  
It closed in 1971.  During World War II, the area between Fort McNair and 2nd Street, over Canal Street and the 
old canal bed, was acquired from the District by the War Department and entirely covered with wooden 
temporary government buildings, demolished when the fort expanded eastward in 1985 and 2004. 
  
                                                           
89 Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate Committee on the District of Columbia,  Committee on the District of Columbia. (Washington, DC: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967), 698-699. 
90 There surely was no resident population after 1940, and the lovely old house at the point itself, mentioned in several news items as dating 
from 1800, can be seen burning in an aerial photo of the early 1930s (Special Collections of the National Defense University Library) 
91 NCPPC minutes, December 19-20, 1942. 
92 Washington Post, April 14, 1950, p. 21 has a photo of the census enumerator talking with residents of one of these boats, which appears to 
be more a yacht than a working vessel. 
93 Evening Star, July 17, 1934, p. 20; Evening Star, October 16, 1944, p. 18; Washington Post, April 26, 1939, p. 15; (gravel) Washington Post, 
July 14, 1940, p. 1; Washington Post, August 9, 1939, p. 13; Evening Star, April 14, 1946, p. C5. 
94 Washington Post, May 23, 1964, p. A1; Washington Post, April 21, 1991, p. C17. 

https://www.google.com/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22United+States.+Congress.+Senate.+Committee+on+the+District+of+Columbia%22
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A developer purchased the land just southwest of the power plant in 1967 for apartments.  He engaged well-
known local architect Cholthiel Woodard Smith for the project but nothing came of it.95  The few scruffy small 
warehouses and other miscellaneous buildings one encounters in Buzzard Point now – all north of the power 
plant between South Capitol and First Streets, and a few others just south of Q Street – date from the 1940 to 
the 1960s.  Two large and intrusive office buildings adjacent to the river are from the 1970s. 

 
 

                                                           
95 Washington Post, October 5, 1964, p. B1; August 23, 1967, p. B1. 
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Verbal Boundary Description: 
 
The boundary takes in the entirety of Square 667-E and roughly the southern half of the abutting Square 665, 
with the northern boundary continuing the northern line of U Street SW. 
 
 
Boundary Justification: 
 
This boundary circumscribes land utilized by and for the plant since its construction.  The property includes the 
1933 plant as expanded in 1940 and its original pumphouse and its 1940 office/guardhouse—but it excludes the 
noncontributing, freestanding equipment that stretches north of the building and postdates the period of 
significance.  The boundary takes in a former segment of U Street, part of the original L’Enfant Plan, but closed 
for the use of the plant.  The north boundary follows the north line of the closed U Street, because it is a line 
clearly established on maps and plats, and it is perceptible on the ground by reference to the street west of the 
property.  This boundary leaves some space around the north end of the plant, and it retains associated with the 
plant the portion U Street closed for its sake. 
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